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Short Recap

1. We use fair bets (expected value 0) to measure one’s credence, say,

in a proposition that it will rain tomorrow.

2. Specifically, we use the betting ratio Loss
Net Gain+Loss to measure that

credence.

3. If we suppose that Net Gain+Loss=1, then an agent’s credence

equals the fair price for the bet (what we call Loss).

4. We then use betting scenarios (Dutch Books) to show that

credences should be probabilistic. In this approach, we suppose that

the agent engages in the actual betting activities since irrationality

follows from actual money losses.

5. I tried to suggest that such measurements require very specific

conditions that are very strict and even unrealistic.
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Bus Example – Philosopher’s Perspective

1. Suppose Tim’s bus ticket home costs 1z l, but Tim has only 60

groszy (he would have to walk).

2. A philosopher wants to measure Tim’s degree of belief with Tim’s

betting behaviour. The philosopher offers Tim a bet that pays 1z l if

and only if a fair coin lands Heads, and charges Tim 60 groszy.

3. Suppose the philosopher observers Tim taking the bet that charges

60 groszy, but Tim refuses to take a bet that charges him anything

above 60 groszy.

3.1 Remember that a fair price is the price with expectation 0. If you

pay a higher price, you expect to lose money on average, so is the

maximal price that you are willing to pay for a bet.

4. The philosopher may think that 60 groszy is the maximal price Tim

is willing to pay, so it is his fair price, and so:

4.1 Tim’s EMV=cr(H) × (1 − 0.6)zl + (1 − cr(H)) × (−0.6)zl = 0

4.2 Tim’s betting ratio= 0.6
0.4+0.6

= 0.6

5. The philosopher may conclude that Tim’s credence that the coin

lands heads is 0.6.
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Bus Example – Tim’s Perspective

1. Tim has only 60 groszy in his pocket, and he desperately needs to

get home (the philosopher does not know that).

2. Tim knows that the chance of a fair coin landing heads is 1
2 and his

credence follows chances.

3. So the proposed bet in unfavourable since Tim’s

EMV=0.5× (1− 0.6)zl + 0.5× (−0.6)zl < 0.

4. But Tim’s enter the bet because it is worth risking (he hates

walking) and not because his credence in teh coin landing Heads is

0.6.

5. Moreover, Tim, likely, will not enter a bet which would measure his

true credence in the coin landing Heads – that game charges 0.5

groszy and pays 1z l – because it does not earn enough for his bus

ticket (if he wins).

5.1 Even if enter the game, you would be ready to pay more than 0.5 to

enter the game, so 0.5 even does not look like a fair betting price.

3
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Gambling Addiction

1. Suppose that Snehal bets 5000$ on her favourite team winning the

world championship in.... If it happens to be true, she wins 1 000

000 $.

2. Suppose that a philosopher uses this betting scenario to measure

Snehal’s credence in the proposition W that her favourite team will

win.

3. Snehal’s

EMV=cr(W )× (1000000− 5000) + (1− cr(W ))× (−5000) = 0 for

cr(W ) = 1
200 .

4. The philosopher concludes that Snehal’s credence that her team will

win is 1/200 if 5000$ is the maximal (fair) price she would pay for

the bet.

5. But maybe Snehal does not even know what her credences are. She

bets just because she loves or is addicted to gambling. The

measurement of her credence through betting is this distorted.

6. To avoid such distortions, we need to presuppose that the agent

focuses only on monetary gains.
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Betting and Epistemic

Irrationality



What Is Irrational about Dutch Books?

1. Premise: It is not possible to construct a Dutch Book against a

rational agent.

2. Dutch Book Theorem If an agent’s credences violate at least one

of the probability axioms, a Dutch Book can be constructed against

her.

3. Conclusion Rational agents’ credences do not violate the probability

axioms.

+

4. Converse Dutch Book Theorem As long as an agent’s credences

satisfy the probability axioms, she can’t be Dutch Booked with the

kind of Book we deployed against agents who violate the axioms.
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What Dutch Book Argument Says

1. At best, Dutch Book arguments say something about pragmatic

rationality (being open to a Dutch Book). What is the link to

epistemic (theoretical) rationality?

1.1 We can say that doxastic attitudes are evaluated purely in terms of
their effect on action. This supposes that the betting ratio measures
an agent’s credences.

1.1.1 But, as we have seen, you need to make big assumptions e.g. you

need to play for small amounts of money and care about nothing else

than money.

1.1.2 Also, Dutch Books are possibilities (you are open to a Dutch Book),

but how threatening they are? For example, You may never meet a

clever bookie.

1.2 We can argue that the betting scenario is only a dramatisation of the

underlying epistemic inconsistency. We depragmatize Dutch Books.

1.2.1 If the betting scenario is only a way to present deeper doxastic

inconsistencies, then it does not matter that we do not meet clever

bookies, may never face a Dutch Book or even a betting situation.

6
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Booking Situation as a Dramatic Device

Any definite set of degrees of belief which broke them [the laws of
probability] would be inconsistent in the sense that it violated the laws of
preference between options...If anyone’s mental condition violated
these laws, his choice would depend on the precise form in which the
options were offered him, which would be absurd. He could have a book
made against him by a cunning bettor and would stand to lose in any
event. (Ramsey, Truth and Probability, 1924)
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Booking Situation as a Dramatic Device

1. What is the doxastic inconsistency that Dutch Books underline?

1.1 Armend calls it “divided-mind” inconsistency.

1.1.1 The idea is that you evaluate the same options differently (in a

conflicting manner) depending on how they are described to you.

This fits especially the Dutch Book for additivity (vis homework).

1.2 Howson and Urbach do not tie credences to betting actions but the

concept of “regarding” a bet as fair.

1.2.1 Assigning credence to a proposition X does not mean that you will

purchase a 1$ ticket on X , but you regard such purchase as fair.

1.2.2 Incoherence involves regarding a set of bets as fair that cannot be

fair, which is supposed to parallel having inconsistent beliefs.

1.3 Christensen argues for normative link (weaker than “regarding”)

between credences and betting prices.

1.3.1 If an agent assigns a particular degree of belief to a proposition X,

that degree of belief sanctions (justifies) as fair purchasing a ticket

for cr(X ) that pays 1$ on X and nothing otherwise.

1.3.2 Incoherent degrees of belief sanction as fair a set of bets that cannot

be fair (losing money is guaranteed). Such degrees of belief are

rationally defective, which is purely epistemic defect, Christensen

argues.
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Are Depragmatized Dutch Books Arguments Really Non-

Pragmatic?

1. The idea of depragmatised Dutch Books is to cut the direct

connection between credences and betting actions.

2. For example Susan Vineberg (SEP on Dutch Books), however,

argues depragmatised Dutch Book arguments only pushed back

pragmatic concerns but they are still present.

2.1 Howson and Urbach assume that agents make evaluations of bets

(they regard bets), which are tied to the concept of pragmatic value

– money still acts as a measure of value.

2.2 Christensen’s sanctioning connects preferences with beliefs – a bet

is fair when the agent is indifferent between taking either side of that

bet.

2.3 What is sanctioned as fair does not depend only on an agent’s

credences but also her/his/their preferences and prices – Christensen

introduces “simple” agents who care only about money.
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Accuracy Arguments



Accuracy Theory – Purely Epistemic Justifications

1. Central Idea: formulate purely epistemic justification for epistemic

norms such as probabilism and others that we meet late this term.

Consequently, show what is epistemically bad about not being

probabilistic.

1.1 We do not want to rely on any pragmatic value or pragmatic action

in such justifications.

1.2 We want to formulate such arguments in terms of purely epistemic

value. But there are many such values, for example, following

evidence.

1.3 Accuracy theory says that “accuracy” – closeness to the truth – is

the ultimate or fundamental epistemic value.
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What Do We Need for an Accuracy Argument

1. Alethic Vindication: The ideal credence function at world w is the

omniscient credence function at w .

2. Perfectionism: The accuracy of a credence function at a world w is

its proximity to the ideal credence function at that world.

3. Legitimate Measure: We need to specify legitimate measures of

the proximity between an agent’s credence function at w and the

omniscient credence function at that w .

4. Decision Rule: We need a method to decide what is a good/bad

epistemic option.
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Alethic Vindication

Alethic Vindication: The ideal credence function at world w is the

omniscient credence function at w .

1. Let X be a set of proposition about which an gent holds opinion and

let c : X → [0, 1] be an agent’s credence function.

2. By convention, we take 1 to be the maximal degree of belief and 0

to be the minimal degree of belief.

3. Omniscient credence function co at w assigns the maximal degree of

belief to all truths and the minimal degree of belief to all falsehoods

at that world, co : X → {0, 1}.
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Omniscient Credence Function - an Example

1. Suppose that we have a world w where Genna has a pie, pasta or

sushi for lunch – suppose these option are mutually exclusive.

2. Suppose that you have opinion only about these three propositions:

1.) Genna eats pie for lunch.

2.) Genna eats pasta for lunch.

3.) Genna eats sushi for lunch.

3. Suppose that in w Genna has pasta. The omniscient credence

function assign credence 1 to the proposition number 2 and credence

0 to all other propositions.

4. We can imagine an omniscient credence function to be an array of

numbers 1 and 0, for example, (0, 1, 0) in our case.

13
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1.) Genna eats pie for lunch.

2.) Genna eats pasta for lunch.

3.) Genna eats sushi for lunch.

3. Suppose that in w Genna has pasta. The omniscient credence
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What Do We Need for an Accuracy Argument

1. Alethic Vindication: The ideal credence function at world w is the

omniscient credence function at w .

2. Perfectionism: The accuracy of a credence function at a world w is

its proximity to the ideal credence function at that world.

3. Legitimate Measure: We need to specify legitimate measures of

the proximity between an agent’s credence function at w and the

omniscient credence function at that w .

4. Decision Rule: We need a method to decide what is a good/bad

epistemic option.
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Legitimate Measures of (In)accuracy

1. The question about legitimate measures is the most discussed and

difficult questions in Accuracy theory.

2. What we want is a measure of proximity between two functions: an

agent’ credence function and the omniscient credence function.

3. When I say “measure of proximity”, you might think of measures of

distance (in mathematical jargon a metric).

4. That would be a mistake since metrics (distance measures) have

properties which accuracy measures (divergences) do not share.

4.1 metric d is symmetric: d(x , y) = d(y , x) (think of a distance

between two points on a real line)

4.2 metric meets triangle inequality: d(x , y) ≤ d(x , z) + d(z , y)
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Properties of Divergences

1. Divergencies share some properties with metrics:

1.1 Divergence assign a real number that is equal of greater than 0.

1.2 Divergences assign 0 if and only if the two functions are identical.

2. We want accuracy measure to have other specific properties such as

continuity and additivity. Most notably, however, we want them to

be strictly proper.

3. Roughly speaking, strict propriety means that each credence

function expects itself to be the most accurate (least inaccurate). I

will demonstrate strict propriety on a concrete rule.

3.1 Take the Brier score: B(c,w) := sqed(co , c).

3.2 For a single credence in a proposition X the squared Euclidean

distance is sqed(co , c) = (co(X ) − c(x))2.

3.3 For example, if your credence in X is 0.5 and the ideal credence at w

is 1, then your score is (1 − 0.5)2 = 0.25.
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Strict Propriety of the Brier Score

1. Suppose your credence in X , for example, that it will be raining is

0.6. You do not know whether X is true or false in w .

2. Suppose you still want to evaluate how (in)accurate you credence is.

You will compute expected (in)accuracy using the Bier score.

2.1 In the world where X is false, your score is

(co(X ) − c(x))2 = (0 − 0.6)2 = 0.36.

2.2 In the world where X is true, your score is

(co(X ) − c(x))2 = (1 − 0.6)2 = 0.16.

2.3 Because you don’t know which world is the actual one, you multiply

each score by the probability that the given world is actual.

2.4 p(wXtrue)× (1− c(X ))2 + p(wXfalse)× (0− c(X ))2 = EI (c(X ) = 0.6).

2.5 It is your expected inaccuracy of you credence 0.6 in X .
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Strict Propriety of the Brier Score

1. p(wXtrue)(1− c(X ))2 + p(wXfalse)(0− c(X ))2=EI

2. p(wXtrue)× (1− 2c(X ) + (c(X ))2) + (1− p(wXtrue))(c(X ))2=EI

3. multiple the brackets

4. p(wXtrue)− p(wXtrue)2c(X ) + p(wXtrue)(c(X ))2) + (c(X ))2 −
(c(X ))2p(wXtrue) = EI

5. Take first-order derivative wrt c(X ) and set the result equal to 0.

6. −2p(wXtrue) + 2c(X )p(wXtrue) + 2c(X )− 2c(X )p(wXtrue) = 0

7. −2p(wXtrue) + 2c(X ) = 0

8. c(X ) = p(wXtrue)

9. c(X )× (1− c(X ))2 + (1− c(X ))× (0− c(X ))2 minimises inaccuracy

18
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Justification for Strict Propriety

1. Pragmatic justification for elicitation of true credences of weather

forecasters.

2. Epistemic justification – we want our epistemic states to be stable.
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What Do We Need for an Accuracy Argument

1. Alethic Vindication: The ideal credence function at world w is the

omniscient credence function at w .

2. Perfectionism: The accuracy of a credence function at a world w is

its proximity to the ideal credence function at that world.

3. Legitimate Measure: We need to specify legitimate measures of

the proximity between an agent’s credence function at w and the

omniscient credence function at that w .

4. Decision Rule: We need a method to decide what is a good/bad

epistemic option.
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Decision Rule: State-wise Dominance

1. Strong dominance – suppose that Marika can date two guys –

Nick Cave or Ebenezer Scrooge. She can go with each of them for a

walk to a park, a dinner, or a tea party (we have 3 possible worlds)

walk dinner tea party

N. Cave 5 6 3

E. Scrooge 1 2 1

2. N. Cave strongly dominates Scrooge – Cave is strictly better partner

at each world.

3. Weak dominance – suppose that Marika can date two guys – Nick

Cave or Mad Hatter. She can go with each of them for a walk to a

park, a dinner, or a tea party

walk dinner tea party

N. Cave 5 6 3

E. Scrooge 1 6 3

4. N. Cave weakly dominates Mad Hatter – at all worlds at least

equally good and at one Cave is strictly better. (1,0) means that X

is true and ¬X false at that w .
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The Idea behind the Accuracy Argument for Probabilism

1. Suppose that we care only about credences in two propositions: X

and ¬X

2.
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The Idea behind the Accuracy Argument for Probabilism

1. Coherent credence function (0.6,0.4) strongly dominates the

incoherent credence function (0.7,0.5) relative to each world (we

have two worlds). I will use the Brier score (it is an inaccuracy

measure – the lower the score, the better).

2.

w1 i.e. (0,1) w2 i.e. (1,0)

(0.6,0.4) (0− 0.6)2 + (1− 0.4)2 (1− 0.6)2 + (0− 0.4)2

(0.7,0.5) (0− 0.7)2 + (1− 0.5)2 (1− 0.7)2 + (0− 0.5)2

3.

w1 i.e. (0,1) w2 i.e. (1,0)

(0.6,0.4) 0.72 0.32

(0.7,0.5) 0.74 0.34

4. (0.6,0.4) strongly dominates the incoherent function (0.7,0.5)

5. The general result says that for each incoherent (non-probabilistic)

credence function, we can find some coherent credence function

that strongly dominates the incoherent one.
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The Idea behind the Accuracy Argument for Probabilism

1. There is a second part of the result. It says that there is no credence

function that weakly dominates a coherent (probabilistic) credence

function. It is not that easy to show.

2. But let us present the idea. We are looking now only on probabilistic

credence function – combinations of credences in X and ¬X that lie

on the green line.

3.
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The Idea behind the Accuracy Argument for Probabilism

1. Suppose that we move to the right on the line from (0.6,0.4) to

(0.7,0.3) – we are probabilistic, so the credences need to add up to 1.

2.
w1 i.e. (0,1) w2 i.e. (1,0)

(0.6,0.4) 0.72 0.32

(0.7,0.3) (0 − 0.7)2 + (1 − 0.3)2 = 0.98 (1 − 0.7)2 + (0 − 0.5)2 = 0.18

3. Suppose that we move to the left on the line from (0.6,0.4) to

(0.5,0.5).

4.
w1 i.e. (0,1) w2 i.e. (1,0)

(0.6,0.4) 0.72 0.32

(0.5,0.5) (0 − 0.5)2 + (1 − 0.5)2 = 0.5 (1 − 0.5)2 + (0 − 0.5)2 = 0.5

5. There is no weak dominance – each credence function is more

accurate wrt one world and less accurate with respect to the other.
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General Form of an Accuracy Argument

1.) We suppose that accuracy is the fundamental epistemic

virtue, and we define a legitimate measure of it.

2.) We specify a decision-theoretic norm.

3.) We provide a mathematical theorem that tells us that if an

agent does not follow a certain epistemic norm, then she is

in some bad epistemic situation.
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Criticism of Accuracy-Based Arguments

1. There is a lot of criticism (see Titelbaum, Bradley).

2. How do we justify legitimate (in)accuracy measures – especially

strict propriety without being circular.

3. Sometimes accuracy can go against evidence – people criticise that

accuracy is the source of epistemic value.
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Garden of Epistemic Imps

1. Emily is taking a walk through the Garden of Epistemic Imps. A

child plays on the grass in front of her. In a nearby summerhouse are

5 further children, each of whom may or may not come out to play

in a minute. They are able to read Emily s mind, and their algorithm

for deciding whether to play outdoors is as follows. If she forms

degree of belief 0 that there is now a child before her, they will come

out to play. If she forms degree of belief 1 that there is a child

before her, they will roll a fair die, and come out to play iff the

outcome is an even number.

2. She ignores evidence – her inaccuracy is 1 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 = 1

3. She does not ignore evidence – her inaccuracy is

0 + [0.5(1−0.5)2 + 0.5(0−0.5)2 = 0.25] + 0.25 + 0.25 + 0.25 + 0.25 = 1.25

4. Accuracy-wise, Emily is better of (has a lower inaccuracy score) if

she ignores a blatant piece of evidence.
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Thank you!
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